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Abstract

A study of the viabliness of a UAV for humanitarian relief missions has been
done. With an aeronautical model fulfilling humanitarian logistics has then the
manufacture and operational life-cycle costs as well as the present air jurisdic-
tion. In contrast to this has also an evaluation of the empty weight conceptual
estimation equation been reviewed and what conditions fairly describes the siz-
ing of a UAV.
The study finds there’s a technical possibility, economic plausibility but a need
for legal development.
The coefficients which are sufficient to estimate the empty weight ratio are the
Home built aircrafts and powered sailplane. The study concludes what present
off-the-shelf systems that might be suitable to sustain humanitarian relief mis-
sions.



Sammanfattning

This is a short popular-scientific summary of this study in swedish:
Syftet med den här studien har varit att undersöka möjligheterna för att använda
drönare till att leverera humanitär hjälp. Att ge humanitär hjälp innebär att
man assisterar stater i att leverera nödvändiga varor och tjänster till omr̊aden
där den nationella staten behöver assistans för att upprätth̊alla nödvändiga livs-
villkor för befolkningen. Det kan vara att leverera mat och mediciner men även
enklare skolmateriel eller liknande. Oftast är orsaken bakom en humanitär in-
sats att det skett n̊agon typ av katastrof, det kan vara b̊ade natur och mänskligt
skapade katastrofer. Ett exempel p̊a en s̊adan nylig kris har varit inbördeskriget
som rasat i Syrien under större delen av 2010-talet. Ett problem som har dykt
upp är att det är sv̊art att f̊a fram rätt hjälp dit den behövs, speciellt om de
civila som har behovet befinner sig i en krigszon. I ett s̊adant fall är det mycket
riskabelt att transportera och leverera humanitär hjälp till de som behöver det.
De riskerar att bli skjutna, kidnappade och kapade. Detta skapar b̊ade person-
liga och materiella skador. Fr̊agan blir d̊a om man skulle kunna leverera den
hjälpen med drönare, för att minska risken för personskador men ocks̊a minska
effekten för hela hjälpinsatsen om en eller flera av drönare skulle förvinna. Det
som komplicerar hela i logistiken är att man m̊aste ta hänsyn till hur personer
byter besittning av godsen och hur man verifierar att varje person f̊ar just rätt
hjälp. Speciellt d̊a värdet av godset i en kris kan bli asymptotiskt högt.
För att testa huruvida det är möjligt att använda UAV:er för humanitär hjälp
skapades en simuleringsmodell av en drönare. Eftersom det förväntades att ett
uppdrag är ungefär 300 km + 300km tur-o-retur övergavs n̊agon typ av heli-
kopterdesign tidigt. Modellen simulerade m̊anga uppdrag som bedömdes vara
relevanta för en UAV som skulle leverera humanitär hjälp. Utifr̊an dessa upp-
drag bedömdes n̊agra av de operativa kostnader som var knutna till uppdragen.
Det gäller främst tillverkningskostnader, bränslekostnader samt avgifter som
behöver betalas av den som använder luftrummet.
Det finns en bok som är flygplanskonstruktörens bibel (Aircraft Design). Den är
skriven av Daniel P. Raymer . Han föresl̊ar där en formel för hur man koncep-
tuellt kan bestämma vikten av ett nytt flygplan. De befintliga planen jämfördes
sedan med formeln för att undersöka om dessa ocks̊a stämde p̊a drönare. Ef-
tersom drönare inte har piloter ombord innebär det att vissa apparater inte
behöver finnas p̊a det flygplanet, vilket kan tänkas ändra hur mycket en UAV
estimeras väga jämfört med ett vanligt plan. Studien kommer fram till att det
som Raymer har föreslagit verkar för det mesta vara rättvisande även när man
designar UAV:er.
Avslutningsvis identifieras tre olika drönare som med mer eller mindre modi-
fiering skulle kunna användas för humanitära insatser. Dock är, som nämnt
tidigare, de flesta UAV:er utvecklade för olika typer av informationssamling. D̊a
flera av dessa apparater inte är lika nödvändiga i en humanitär-logistisk situa-
tion är det sannolikt att inköpspriset skulle vara billigare än annars.
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Slutsatserna är att det nu är tekniskt möjligt att använda drönare för humanitär
hjälp, ekonomiskt är det möjligt om än dyrt men juridiskt är det i dagsläget
inte möjligt. Juridiken och reglementet för hur avgiftssystemet och luftrummet
fungerar behöver utvecklas för att p̊a ett h̊allbart och säkert sätt integrera au-
tonoma farkoster med befintlig luftfart. Beroende p̊a hur regleringarna av luft-
rummet förändras, ändras även de ekonomiska förutsättningarna för att använda
drönare för att utföra logistiska uppdrag.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A feasibility study has been made for estimating the possibility of delivering
humanitarian aid with UAVs. The studied angles are the technical, economical
and legal perspectives. As a basis for the technical and economical modeling, a
point mass simulation model has been applied on missions given by the human-
itarian relief nature of the project.
The results of the study are that there is now technical possibility and economic
plausibility but that there’s a need for a legal development before UAV systems
could be used to deliver humanitarian aid.



Chapter 2

The circumstances for
humanitarian logistics and
humanitarian relief

As described in the paper in the appendix, the humanitarian relief mission is a
unique logistical challenge [1][2]. Foremost, a humanitarian relief mission is a
time limited operation. Its characteristics is best described through the disaster
management cycle [3]. It implies that before a disaster is apparent it is only
possible to prepare for a potential disaster. As soon as a disaster has emerged,
the race starts to assess the extent of a disaster and the needs for humanitarian
relief. During a large disaster, which may have damaged infrastructure, there
will often be asymmetry or loss of information which complicates the assessment
of designation of needs. In addition the infrastructure could be damaged which
also would restrict the humanitarian relief mission [4].



Chapter 3

Approach and delimitation

In April 2017 the project commenced. Since the goal was to develop a concep-
tual design of a cargo transporting UAV, which could be used in humanitarian
relief missions, there was a need to analyze the system-of systems requirements
given by its operational environment. By tracking the scientific field of human-
itarian logistics could the field content and boundaries be explored. The path
for learning where the status of scientific knowledge and the research issues of
humanitarian logistics was followed at a conference on the topic. The HHL2017
- 9th Annual Conference on Health & Humanitarian Logistics was held at the
UN city in Copenhagen in the beginning of June 2017. It gave relevant knowl-
edge of Humanitarian relief and what special kind of logistical challenges they
encounter. The basis of the humanitarian aid relief is described in Appendix
section 1.2., a list of generally required specifications for the aircraft design was
determined (described in the Appendix).
The methodology to evaluate a design model of an aircraft is by simulating its
properties by running it through different test missions. The properties were
chosen after an analysis of what kind of missions the aircraft was expected to
conduct. In that way it would be certain that the model design was sufficient.
The decision was limited only to analyze the operational flying, development and
manufacturing costs, since these could be determined within a suitable scope
of this project. With the different costs, conclusions are drawn by analyzing
different cost levels.
The statistical analysis of Raymer’s coefficients are both interesting and reward-
ing. Since the data Raymer used when deriving the coefficients of the estimation
of the empty weight ratio was an earlier edition of the Janes All the world’s air-
craft. Raymer does not answer which of these coefficients that should be used
for UAV-system. With recent and expected further development is it relevant
to address how Raymers application should be applied in UAV design.
Finally are the results compared to present systems and which of-the-shelf-
product that could (with some modifications) presently be used as a humani-
tarian UAV.



Chapter 4

Method

A longitudinal point model of a propeller-propulsed fix-winged aircraft was cre-
ated. It consisted of a system of ordinary differential equations. That model
was put through missions with varying cruising altitude, delivery distance and
total range to fit missions suitable for a drone delivering humanitarian aid. The
choice of a fixed-wing design was based on the effectiveness of transporting a
payload a considerable distance compared to a rotor-lift design, clearly visual-
ized by Torenbeek [5].
The highest permanent settlement in the world is La Rinconada, Peru. It is a
mining village inhabiting 7000 people at an altitude of 5100m. [6] It naturally
becomes a ceiling to which altitude humanitarian aid might be requested. For
this study the same ceiling is decided to also apply for the aircraft requirements.
The requirements are built up around an of-the-shelf combustion engine (Hirth
F23 LW, 50hp). From a product datasheet, given by the manufacturer, was the
M-ω properties mimicked [7]. The fixed-pitch propeller properties were derived
by designating the NACA 0012 airfoil [8]. The chord and twist distribution
along the propeller blade were designed arbitrarily. The design of the propeller
blades can be seen in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The propeller design used for this study.

The number of propeller blades assigned in the aircraft’s design was 3. By
analyzing data given by Jane’s it’s not certain whether it would be better to
use a design with 2 propeller blades.
Within the model a PI-control controlled the throttle. The throttle was modeled
as linear between 0 and 1 giving the proportional torque of the given engine
specifications. Together with a proportional control of the flight path angle the
aircraft model was controlled. The desired properties of the climb phase were
given by the Carson speed and its corresponding flight path angle. The fuel
consumption was estimated by

ṁ =
rTrottleMEngine(ω, ρ)

HV ηcombustion
(4.1)

where ηcombustion is the thermal efficiency of the engine, HV is the Heat value
for kerosene. The cumulative fuel consumption for each mission was recorded.
The data were collected by varying the cruising altitude, delivery distance, mis-
sion distance, delivery altitude and wing surface area. Given those data, the
fuel costs are estimated by the price of aviation fuel on the African continent
2nd March 2018 [9]. The costs of Airport Tariffs and Air Navigation Service
[10] were estimated by computing what the costs would be to conduct each of
the missions within the countries where UNHAS operated missions in 2015 ex-
cept Afghanistan [11]. For these flights costs are based on basic domestic tariffs
since a humanitarian relief mission still must follow the local regulation such as
clearing the goods through customs [12], which may be done at a facility with
customs personnel i.e. an airport. The estimation of development and manufac-
turing costs is done with Heiss’ and Romanoff’s model [13]. The model includes
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the estimated survivability (T)-Number of expected missions before aircraft is
written off of the drone in orders of magnitude 1, 10,100, 1000 & 10000 mis-
sions. The produced quantity (Q) is also affecting the production costs of the
fleet, therefore is it also varied in orders of magnitude 1, 10,100, 1000 & 10000
aircrafts. Throughout this thesis all the costs have been estimated in US dollars
with reference year 2011 [14].
Finally, are these costs compared to existing system to give validation to when-
ever the studied aircraft is reasonable and representative compared to presents
UAVs.
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Chapter 5

Characterizing Existing
Systems

Raymer proposes a method to estimate the empty weight ratio. [15]

We

W0
= a+ bWC1

0 AC2(hp/W0)C3(W0/S)C4V C5
max[kt] (5.1)

The coefficients a, b and C1,C2,...,C5 are given for nine different categories of
propeller aircraft. By collecting data of available systems from Jane’s All the
World’s Aircraft: Unmanned [16] is it possible to build up a database of all the
presently publicly known utilized UAV solutions. In the Janes’ edition each
UAV solution are described in a varying neatness. Since some of the data given
by Jane’s are somewhat fragmentary due to its sometimes confidential usages
the missing fragments estimated from aircrafts with available complete data.

5.1 Classifications

Nevertheless, 19 different kinds of classifications are done. 15 of these classes are
defined from the descriptions given by Jane’s. The other categories are based
on propulsion, disregarding cases modeling of unavailable data or to study over
all classes.
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5.1.1 Jane’s classes

Jane’s are giving 9 different categories of airplanes.

• Sailplane–unpowered

• Sailplane–powered

• Homebuilt–metal/wood

• Homebuilt–composite

• General aviation–single engine

• General aviation–twin engine

• Agricultural aircraft

• Twin Turboprop

• Flying Boat

5.1.2 Design and Purpose Categories

These are the design classes. An aircraft can only be in one and just one of
these categories:

• Experimental Aircraft

• Multi-purpose

• Optionally piloted aircraft

• Micro

• Mini

• Small

• Other

These are the purpose Categories. An aircraft can be classified into more
than one of the following categories.

• Tactical

• Surveillance

• Reconnaissance

• Short-Range

• Endurance

• LALE–Low-Altitude Long-
Endurance

• MALE–Medium-Altitude Long-
Endurance

• HALE–High-Altitude Long-
Endurance

• All aircrafts

These are the propulsion categories:

• Electric motor • Piston engine

These are the aircraft which has not has had an estimation of its wing surface
area.

• Unmodified aircraft properties

10
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5.2 Cruise Speed and Max Speed

The maximum speed and the cruise speed for different Fixed- wing UAV systems
with a wingspan greater than 1 meter is given by Janes. The maximum speed
has been defined to be the maximum level speed. The cruise speed has, if not
given as cruise speed, been interpreted as the max cruise speed, not to be mixed
up with the loiter speed. Since these velocities are not all known in Janes the
undisclosed information has been numerically estimated.
New variables are defined as:

X1 = LN(
Vmax − Vcruise

Vmax
) (5.2)

X2 = LN(
Vmax − Vcruise

Vcruise
) (5.3)

X1 and X2 with the aircraft with known both maximum speed and cruise speed
are used to interpolate a 4th-order polynomial. The variables Vm and VC are
then numerically estimated such that the polynomial relationship is met.

5.3 Wing Surface Area

Another variable which is undisclosed for many aircrafts is the wing surface area,
S. The relationships are estimated with two different methods. One method
assumes that the Lift Coefficient (CL) is equal for all aircrafts in each class.
The other method assumes the Aspect Ratio to be constant within each class.

5.3.1 Fixed-Lift Coefficient

From the definition of the lift coefficient the following relationships are deter-
mined.

CL =
W0

1
2ρv

2
cruiseS

⇐⇒ S =
W0

1
2ρv

2
cruiseCL

(5.4)

With the relationships given with equation 5.4 a root-mean-squared coefficient
could be determined for each of the design categories. With the estimated
relationship determined an estimation of the wing surface area be done.

5.3.2 Fixed-Aspect Ratio

From the definition of the Aspect Ratios it known:

AR =
Wingspan[b]

WingsurfaceArea[S]
(5.5)

The Aspect ratio given in equation 5.5 a root-mean-squared Aspect ratio has
been determined for each design category. Within each design class then an
estimated wing surface could be determined

11
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5.3.3 Wing Surface Area Estimation

Previously has been described, two different methods for estimation of the wing
surface area. These two estimated values are then are weighted together by

E[S] =
3/2

√
S
3/2
CL + S

3/2
AR

2
(5.6)

Figure 5.1: The estimated Aspect Ratio as a plotted against CL-
coefficient. I the are circles marking values that are not estimated
but obtained from Jane’s [16].

5.4 Hypothesis proposal

The factors known or estimated from equation 5.1. Gives as the opportunity
to estimate the coefficients a, b and C1, C2, ..., C5. The coefficients are deter-
mined by the Linear Least Square method. The determined coefficients, as well
as Raymer’s Coefficients are studied to find if the empty weight ratio for each
type of aircraft would be significant and statistically representative. Thereafter,
the following hypothesizes are put forward.

12
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Hij00: That the i:th category of the, given by Raymer, coefficients
are describing the tested category j.

Hij01: That the i:th category of the, given by Raymer, coefficients
are not describing the tested category j.

Hij10: That the i:th category of by this study estimated coeffi-
cients are describing the tested category j.

Hij11: That the i:th category of by this study estimated coeffi-
cients are not describing the tested category j.

With a two tailed coupled t-test is the hypothesizes tested at a significance
level of 5%.

13



Chapter 6

Results

The model produced 316 data points. Conclusions may be drawn based on
both the preparatory work, implementation and data given by the flight model.
Assuming that the drones would be operated during daylight and close to the
equator gives that one day is 12 hours. The average flight time for a mission is
2:53:37 (Standard deviation:σmission−duration = 0 : 54 : 22) hours, which gives
there’s a possibility to make 3 missions per day inf one includes the time re-
quired for loading the aircraft.
The work in this thesis has mainly focused on quantifying the costs connected
both to the manufacturing and to operations. That result may then be used to
compare different means of transportation with each other. The quantification
of the costs connected to a humanitarian UAV enables an estimate of an abso-
lute value of the economic feasibility such an vehicle. With the average costs of
a delivery mission it is then possible co compare that to the value of the cargo.
In Figure 6.1 one can see how the costs for each mission changes depending on
how dangerous the flying is i.e. for how how many missions it is estimated to
fly until it is expected to get shot down. In the figures this is factor noted as T.
The quantity of the produced aircrafts will also be a factor, which is denoted as
Q.
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These properties of the Range have been used per mission:
Mean Mission Range 442.94km
St.dev Mission Range 156.68km

Figure 6.1: Carpet plot describing the average costs for a mission.

The data described in Figure 6.1 show how the costs per mission varies with
produced aircrafts (Q) and expected survivable number of missions (T ).
A common way of comparing the costs in logistics is to analyses the costs to
transport a (metric-)tonne of payload one kilometer. The Figure 6.2 enables
such an analysis. Just as above T is the number of missions an aircraft is ex-
pected to survive. The quantity of the produced aircrafts is denoted as Q.

15
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Figure 6.2: Carpet plot describing the average costs per ton payload
per kilometer.

The baseline design which is used for this study is an fix-winged aircraft
with wing surface area of 5m2 and a wingspan of 5m. The development of it is
based of an back-of-the-envelope calculation fulfilling the ceiling design criterion.
The baseline aircraft was also used to verify that the model fulfills the required
performance during the missions.
Figure 6.3 show the relative effect, compared to the baseline design, on the
costs of changing the parameter wing area (S ) and wingspan (b). The bullet (l)
shows the origo of log10 of Q & T. The (- - -) lines describes the iso-survivability
while the (· · ·) lines shows the iso-quantity of the produced aircrafts.

16
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Figure 6.3: Carpet plot describing the relative change in costs per mis-
sion depending on wing area (S) and Wing span (b).

This study also focuses on what fees would apply to the suggested solution.
The average costs for the fees covers all tested missions, but is calculated for
each country. It is most common, since the suggested aircraft has such a low
maximum take-off weight (MTOW), it has the minimum charge, but in some
cases the fees are based on distance, MTOW and time of day. The charges has
been estimated for the missions in the categories ”landing fees”, ”fuel fees”,
”navigation fees” and ”security & cargo fees” [10].

17
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Fees Total Landing Fuel Navigation Security
Mean $68.18 $20.24 $ 0.018 $35.03 $12.89
St.dev $46.38 $30.67 $ 0.133 $25.64 $ 31.51

Figure 6.4: Overflight and other Fees.

Figure 6.4 illustrates that the major part of the navigation and landing fees
are the Air Navigation charges, which also may be called overflight fees.

Figure 6.5: The share of the three costs for an expected lifetime of
1000 missions.

The relative share of the analyzed lifetime costs shows, in Figure 6.5, an
increase in the number of produced aircraft will decrease the share of the man-
ufacturing costs, in exchange for the larger share of fees. Since these fees are

18
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probably based on the costs connected to managing the airspace might it be fea-
sible to use formation flying. In such a case the Air Traffic Control only needs
to establish radio contact with one unit in the formation. Likewise, only one of
the aircraft need to pay for Navigation-service which would enable a lower costs
per vehicle. Figure 6.6 shows the potential relative savings that could be made
if formation flight would be allowed and if only the command aircraft needs to
pay for its navigation charges.

Figure 6.6: The potential savings by formation flight for navigation
fees compared to if a full price is paid for the Navigation Service
Charge for formation groups of 3 & 7 aircraft, where 7 aircrafts
gives the largest savings

To enable comparison with other means of transportation and its environ-
mental impact the CO2 has been estimated from the fuel consumption and its
variation with mission length, which is given by Figure 6.7.

19
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Figure 6.7: The average CO2 emissions for varying mission range

6.1 Hypothesis testing

This section describes the describing the results of the statistical analysis. In
total was recorded 309 fix-winged aircrafts with a wingspan greater than 1m
from Jane’s: Unmanned.

Table 6.1: Rejection hypothesis Hij10, X is a rejection, O is unrejected, at a
significance level of 95%

20
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Multi X O X X O O X X X O X X
Mini X O X X X X X X X O X X
Other X O X X X X X X X O X X
Tactical X O X X X X X X X O X X
Surveillance X O X X X X X X X O X X
Short Range X O X X X X X X X O X X
Endurance X O O O X O X X O O O O
MALE X O X X X X X X X O X X
All aircrafts O O X X X X X O X O X X
Electric motor X O X X X X X X X O X X
Piston engine O O X X X X O O X O X X
Unmodified X O X X X X X X X O X X

Table 6.1 describes the result from the double t-test. One may then see that Mini
and Electric motor category has a sample which does not rejects any hypothesis.

Table 6.2: Testing if the Raymer’s suggested coefficients are sufficient to describe
the different categories of UAV’s. Rejection hypothesis Hij00, X is rejection, O
is unrejected, at significance level of 95%
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Sailplane - unpowered O O X X X X X X X O X X
Sailplane - powered O X O O O O O O O X O O
Home built - metal/wood O X O X O O O O X O X O
Home built - composite O X O O O O O O O O O O
General aviation - single engine X X X X X O X O X X X X
General aviation - twin engine X X X X X O X O X X X X
Agricultural aircraft X X X X X O X X X X X X
Twin turboprop O X X X X X X X X O X X
Flying boat X X X X O O X X X O X X

Table 6.2 describes the result from the double t-test. One may then see that
coefficients for Home built aircraft and powered sailplane are describing most
of the categories.
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Table 6.3: Raymer’s Coefficients [15] and for what categories they are sufficient

Raymer’s categories a b C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Significant for categories

Sailplane - un-
powered

0 0.76 -0.05 0.14 0 -0.30 0.06 Multi, Mini, Electric motor

Sailplane - pow-
ered

0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05 Multi, Other, Tactical,
Surveillance, Short Range,
Endurance, MALE, All
aircrafts, Piston engine &
Unmodified

Home built -
metal/wood

0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17 Multi, Other, Surveillance,
Short Range, Endurance,
MALE, All aircrafts, Pis-
ton engine & Unmodified

Home built -
composite

0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17 Multi, Mini, Other, Tac-
tical, Surveillance, Short
Range, Endurance, MALE,
Electric motor & Unmodi-
fied

General aviation
- single engine

-0.25 1.18 -0.20 0.08 0.05 -0.05 0.27 Short Range & MALE

General aviation
- twin engine

-0.90 1.36 -0.10 0.08 0.05 -0.05 0.20 Short Range & MALE

Agricultural air-
craft

0 1.67 -0.14 0.07 0.10 -0.10 0.11 Short Range

Twin turboprop 0.37 0.09 -0.06 0.08 0.08 -0.05 0.30 Multi & Electric motor

Flying boat 0 0.42 -0.01 0.10 0.05 -0.12 0.18 Surveillance, Short Range
& Electric motor
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Table 6.4: Calculated coefficients for each category and for what categories they are sufficient.

Derived from a b C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Significant for categories

Multi 0.10 1.11 0.04 -0.21 -0.02 0.16 -0.15 Mini, Electric motor,
Surveillance & Short
Range

Mini -1.57 0.21 0.05 0.62 0.26 -0.41 0.19 Mini & Electric motor

Other -0.24 0.79 0.04 0.12 0.07 0.02 -0.13 Mini & Electric motor

Tactical 2.65 14.18 -0.10 -0.29 0.12 0.43 -0.56 Mini & Electric motor

Surveillance -0.41 0.66 0 0.06 -0.15 0 -0.13 Mini & Electric motor

Short Range 0.91 2.49 -0.13 0.27 -0.34 0.45 -0.55 Mini & Electric motor

Endurance 0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24 Mini, Electric motor,
Other, Tactical, Short
Range, All aircrafts, Pis-
ton engine & Unmodified

MALE 1.00 2.71 -0.18 -0.18 -0.05 0.53 -0.30 Mini & Electric motor

All aircrafts -0.05 0.95 -0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.03 -0.04 Mini, Electric motor, Multi
& MALE

Electric motor -1.24 0.29 -0.05 -0.23 -0.07 -0.39 0.37 Mini & Electric motor

Piston engine 0 1.00 -0.02 -0.10 0.04 0.12 -0.08 Mini, Electric motor,
Multi, Endurance &
MALE

Unmodified -0.15 0.86 -0.03 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.01 Mini & Electric motor
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Table 6.5: The un-rejected coefficients for each category

a b C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Multi

-0.05 0.95 -0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.03 -0.04
0 1.00 -0.02 -0.10 0.04 0.12 -0.08
0 0.76 -0.05 0.14 0 -0.30 0.06
0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

0.37 0.09 -0.06 0.08 0.08 -0.05 0.30
0 0.42 -0.01 0.10 0.05 -0.12 0.18

Mini

0.10 1.11 0.04 -0.21 -0.02 0.16 -0.15
-1.57 0.21 0.05 0.62 0.26 -0.41 0.19
-0.24 0.79 0.04 0.12 0.07 0.02 -0.13
2.65 14.18 -0.10 -0.29 0.12 0.43 -0.56
-0.41 0.66 0 0.06 -0.15 0 -0.13
0.91 2.49 -0.13 0.27 -0.34 0.45 -0.55
0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24
1.00 2.71 -0.18 -0.18 -0.05 0.53 -0.30
-0.05 0.95 -0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.03 -0.04
-1.24 0.29 -0.05 -0.23 -0.07 -0.39 0.37

0 1.00 -0.02 -0.10 0.04 0.12 -0.08
-0.15 0.86 -0.03 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.01

0 0.76 -0.05 0.14 0 -0.30 0.06

Other

0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24
0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

Tactical
0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24

0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

Surveillance

0.10 1.11 0.04 -0.21 -0.02 0.16 -0.15
0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.42 -0.01 0.10 0.05 -0.12 0.18

Short Range

0.10 1.11 0.04 -0.21 -0.02 0.16 -0.15
0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24

0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
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-0.25 1.18 -0.20 0.08 0.05 -0.05 0.27

Short Range -0.90 1.36 -0.10 0.08 0.05 -0.05 0.20
0 1.67 -0.14 0.07 0.10 -0.10 0.11
0 0.42 -0.01 0.10 0.05 -0.12 0.18

Endurance

0 1.00 -0.02 -0.10 0.04 0.12 -0.08
0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

MALE

-0.05 0.95 -0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.03 -0.04
0 1.00 -0.02 -0.10 0.04 0.12 -0.08
0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

-0.25 1.18 -0.20 0.08 0.05 -0.05 0.27
-0.90 1.36 -0.10 0.08 0.05 -0.05 0.20

All aircrafts
0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24

0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

Electric motor

0.10 1.11 0.04 -0.21 -0.02 0.16 -0.15
-1.57 0.21 0.05 0.62 0.26 -0.41 0.19
-0.24 0.79 0.04 0.12 0.07 0.02 -0.13
2.65 14.18 -0.10 -0.29 0.12 0.43 -0.56
-0.41 0.66 0 0.06 -0.15 0 -0.13
0.91 2.49 -0.13 0.27 -0.34 0.45 -0.55
0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24
1.00 2.71 -0.18 -0.18 -0.05 0.53 -0.30
-0.05 0.95 -0.03 -0.04 0.01 0.03 -0.04
-1.24 0.29 -0.05 -0.23 -0.07 -0.39 0.37

0 1.00 -0.02 -0.10 0.04 0.12 -0.08
-0.15 0.86 -0.03 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.01

0 0.76 -0.05 0.14 0 -0.30 0.06
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

0.37 0.09 -0.06 0.08 0.08 -0.05 0.30
0 0.42 -0.01 0.10 0.05 -0.12 0.18

Piston engine
0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24

0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17

Unmodified

0.50 1.65 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.03 -0.24
0 1.21 -0.04 0.14 0.19 -0.20 0.05
0 0.71 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
0 0.69 -0.10 0.05 0.10 -0.05 0.17
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Chapter 7

Discussion

One part of the study has put in large efforts on the estimation of fuel consump-
tion and on the required fuel. The reason for that is that the initial conceptual
calculation which predicted a combustion fuel consumption, indicated a very
low fuel consumption [15]. Since the estimated fuel consumption is lower than
initially expected was it difficult to assess the accuracy or if it actually was
reasonable. Afterwards, it seems plausible to conclude that the fuel costs, con-
sumption and weight are almost negligible in such a UAV design as prescribed
in this study. Despite the fuel consumption being estimated as low does it still
not exceed the fuel consumptions per payload mass comparing to trucks (which
could be seen in figure 7.1.

(a) The upper plot are the UAV:s
fuel consumption.

(b) The lower plot is the truck consump-
tion given by IEA [21].

Figure 7.1: Comparable fuel consumption between the UAV solution
and truck transportation.

Thus the UAV solution may offer a more reliable logistical option compared
to surface transport. A comparison may be made between 6.2 and data given
by the World Bank [22], thus their example of the cost of transporting goods
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by truck sub-Sahara is only given for a developmental country, not to a country
in a humanitarian disaster. The cost given by the UAV solution is greater than
the 11 cents (USD 2007) estimated by The World Bank [22]. But The World
Bank are also addressing the issues with lower logistical qualities in sub-Saharan
countries [22].
One may argue that the choice of using Hess’ & Romanoff’s model of estimat-
ing the costs of developing and manufacturing an aircraft could be questionable
since Hess’ & Romanoff’s study lack statistically significant data [13]. But the
study is well-cited and it gives the possibility to make this study comparable to
those other studies which also have used the same method.
When going through relevant already existing UAV systems the radius of oper-
ation is given by how far a communication link may be withheld. It is then the
antennas etc. which presently sets the boundaries of how far a humanitarian
UAV may fulfill missions, not the vehicle range.
Since the purpose foremost is to estimate the plausibility of using UAV’s for
humanitarian relief missions the choices of dimensionless drag coefficient and
propeller-design are aimed not to be theoretically optimal, but rather would be
easy to simulate, to manufacture and to have a simple design.
Early in the design phase the idea of electric motors was discarded. Foremost,
the cause for the decision was that hydrocarbons may store energy much denser
than present batteries. Also, a combustion engine aircraft could be fueled much
faster, which means lesser time on the ground. Finally, a common factor in
disaster management is that often the infrastructure is damaged. It would be
unwise to, if expecting such conditions, require the aircraft to charge from a
possible sparse electrical energy source. For the combustion motor it is fairly
simple to transport a tank with fuel, which gives a higher order of accountability
for that energy source.

7.1 Air Traffic Control and airspace

A hot topic in the aerospace industry is automation [17]. At the same time
regulatory agencies are developing their regulations [18] [19], which may allow
the further development of autonomous drones. The opinion of the author is
that one may never release a commander from the accountability of the vehicle,
a concept which has centuries of history. The authors assess through the route
of development how one may command several vehicles simultaneously though
simple and accessible software. The major issue is then how Air Traffic Control
still may control its aerospace safely. However, which decision hierarchy that
should be applied becomes a hard nut to crack. The communication between
autonomous systems should require a higher degree of automation in Air Traffic
Control.
One may see that a major part of the Air Traffic Control costs of such a system
as proposed by this paper would be rather high. As the size of this proposed
aircraft is so small, it reaches the floor of the size of the fees for flying in the
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airspace of the controller. These costs is by the authors expected primarily to
finance the costs of providing the services used by the commercial airlines and
their passengers and goods. For some countries the fees are also designed to
bring a little profit for the service provider, for others it is a way of financially
control its airspace.

7.2 Type of Certification

There’s a foundation for a major discussion on what type of certification the
proposed aircraft should get. There are three different options one may choose
among. It is most suitable to register the aircraft according to a civilian pro-
tocol. Foremost according to humanitarian international law, it is a war crime
to attack civilian targets during wartime [20]. If humanitarian aid would be
delivered to civilians by civilly registered aircraft, anyone who fired at such an
aircraft would be punishable by law. The largest con for a civilian registra-
tion is the costs and effort it takes to certify such an aircraft and all the costs
connected to civilian aviation operations, i.e. Tariffs for Airports and Air Nav-
igation Services[10] .
One option is to certify the aircraft according to military protocols. It would
be a little cheaper and require less effort, but then it would be more difficult to
argue how humanitarian law could protect those aircrafts.
The cheapest way would be to build the aircrafts as Remotely Controlled Air-
crafts (RC) which then would not have the same requirement for certification,
but it would arguably be reasonably difficult for such an aircraft to utilize aero-
nautical infrastructure such as ATC and airports.

7.3 The quantitative comparison to existing sys-
tems

There are several differences in-between the aircrafts Raymer studied when de-
termining his coefficients. Foremost, the difference is that the airplanes Janes
investigated were larger and have the capacity to carry people, with everything
that implies e.g. systems of survival for passengers and crew.
An impression which was given during the study of the present UAV systems
developed for primary gathering intelligence, spanning from short range target
acquisition to high altitude aerial surveillance for a long period, i.e. military
applications. These UAV’s are therefore designed for high endurance where it
is more important that the vehicle can carry the apparatuses matching the mis-
sion instead of delivering cargo a specific range. Therefore, it is reasonable that
the empty weight would differ between presently existing systems and a UAV
developed for logistical purposes. That shift might shift the coefficients for a
logistical drone compared to a military surveillance drone. That could lead to
other results regarding the empty weight ratio for a logistical unmanned aerial
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Figure 7.2: One may in the figure observe how electrically powered
UAV’s are only present on the smaller aircraft weight and propulsion
power.

vehicle.
The categories Mini had a small sample size, which could be an explanation
to why it was not possible to reject many of the coefficients for that sample.
The category Electric might differ a lot since AeroViroment Global Observer
has a wing span of 53.3m, while the second largest wingspan is 18m [16]. Does
that become an ”outlier” which disables the rejection of the null-hypothesis for
the electrical category? Possibly. Another bias is that the mass of the vehicle
decreases as fuel are used for a piston-driven vehicle. It leads to because for a
piston engine is the fuel-weight not included in the empty weight ratio, but for
an electric aircraft it is included in the empty weight ratio.
The method of solving the a-coefficient, and then solving the regression for the
rest of the variables might have made the analysis to be too strict. Since in a
logged equation 5.1 will correspond to a phase-shift of the whole solution. Since
the solution does not allow slack in the phase shift it is possibly a cause of error
and why the derived coefficients could be rejected for the sample from which it
is determined.
What one may conclude in from a comparison between present electrical and
piston engine solutions in figure 7.2 is that the assumption of assuming a piston
engine design is fair compared to present UAV systems.
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7.4 Suitable Existing Systems

Data from the database collected from Janes [16] are shown in the following
table (7.4). It consists of the UAV aircrafts with a maximum payload of at least
150 kg, ceiling of at least 5100m and a maximum wingspan of 15m. The table
ranks the payload ratio to maximum take of weight from highest to lowest. The
by the table highest ranked aircraft is a flying boat which is great to fulfill a
logistical mission. Since the Singular Aircraft FLYOX I is amphibious could
that be an asset if implemented for delivering humanitarian aid. Since the air-
crafts are larger and has a higher load capacity than other aircrafts on the list
would the loss of capacity be greater compared to a solution with a larger fleet
of aircrafts with smaller load capacity. This is certainly a factor if the aircraft
are operating within insecure airspace, i.e. the system would be more sensitive.
The aircraft has probably difficulties of being disassembled in such a way that
it may been ferried on a B767 to the location of the start of the relief mission.
The Adcom Systems Yabhon-R2 could be seen as a development of the Adcom
Systems Yabhon-R. The Yabhon-R is the smaller of the two which could ease the
handling, stowing and transportation on another aircraft. The properties are
fairly similar compared with the standard aircraft defined in this study. Even
if it can carry more, is a bit larger, has a larger engine and has a higher ceiling
than expected. The wingspan is so small, it could be stowed in a lower cargo
hold if ferried on a B767.
The Ebit Systems Hermes 450 could also be suitable. It is the aircraft in the
following table 7.4 which mostly comply with the standard aircraft set in this
study. It uses approximately the same engine power, wing surface area and the
required payload. The issue with that vehicle is that the wingspan is so large
that, unless the wingspan is disassembled, it could not fit within the lower cargo
hold of a B767-300.

Table 7.1: (Next page) The UAV data [16] for the presently best fulfillment of
the system requirements of a human relief mission.
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Spain Singular
Aircraft
FLYOX I

3800 2050 53,9% 7315 14 2 x pis-
ton en-
gine

335hp 5 Tractor

UAE Adcom
Systems
Yabhon-
R2

650 270 41,5% 6700 8,5 12 1 x pis-
ton en-
gine

115hp 3 Push

UAE Adcom
Systems
Yabhon-R

570 210 36,8% 6700 6,5 8 1 x pis-
ton en-
gine

100hp 3 Push

Israel Elbit Sys-
tems Her-
mes 450

450 150 33,3% 5485 10,5 6,9 1 x pis-
ton en-
gine

52hp 3 Push

United
States

Proxy
Technolo-
gies Sky
Raider

1814 599 33,0% 7315 9,75 1 x pis-
ton en-
gine

260 hp 3 Push

China AVIC
Yaoying
II

1280 400 31,3% 7500 14,4 1 x pis-
ton en-
gine

3 Push

International Northprop
Grumman
MQ-5B

885 227 25,6% 6095 10,4 2 x pis-
ton en-
gine

68hp 2 Both
pusher
and trac-
tor

UAE Adcom
Systems
Yabhon
Flash-20A

1450 300 20,7% 7925 12 18,5 2 x pis-
ton en-
gine

2 Tractor

Israel Aeronautics
Domina-
tor

1910 376 19,7% 13,5 16,3 2 x pis-
ton en-
gine

165,6hp 3 Tractor

Italy Alenia
Aermac-
chi Sky-Y

1200 150 12,5% 7620 9,94 1 x
turbo-
prop

200hp 3 Push
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7.4.1 Remarks about Existing Systems

• One may observe in table 7.4 that all the presently existing systems are
all piston propelled UAVs. It shows that the initial assumption of that
the system would require a combustion engine was not erroneous.

• One may note that the estimated wingspan, engine power and wing sur-
face area are not far of existing systems.

• Since most of the existing systems are developed for surveillance has a
push propeller been superior, but for an air-dropping aircraft could is
cause damage to the cargo upon dropping its payload.

7.4.2 Modifications of Existing Systems.

An impression given by the study of the Jane’s book gives the impression that
most of the UAV’s are developed for different kinds of intelligence gathering.
For such mission are the vehicles developed as high endurance aircraft with
dense high-tech instruments as payload. For the Humanitarian relief mission
is instead the payload not as dense which could require some modification to
its fuselage such that it may contain goods with lower density, but the same
payload size.
Since the humanitarian relief missions likely will transport relatively cheap pay-
load and have a large risk of destruction of the aircraft [4][23][24] might it be
suitable to use the already existing platform as a base with the removal of, for
humanitarian missions, unnecessary feature, to obtain a cheaper more dispos-
able vehicle.

7.5 Factors which has not been quantified in this
study

The costs of the organization which would be needed for operating such a hu-
manitarian venture which could utilize such a solution as proposed by this paper
has not been in focus of this study. In logistics, especially for humanitarian lo-
gistics it is important that the right package gets to the right recipient [25]. To
certify that, it is very important how goods changes possession between agents
and thereby who is responsible. Therefore, included in the logistic organization
should be at least one representative from the aid organization who would dis-
tribute the goods according to recipient’s needs. That person may suggestible
be airlifted to the site of delivery to civilians by i.e. helicopter. Depending on
the level of security in the area where the humanitarian venture is required,
different means of logistical solutions may be applicable. In insecure conditions
the suggested UAV could be the only solution.
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The costs of storing the aircraft is not estimated and not the costs of transport-
ing the aircraft to a emergency response center. An idea is that the dissembled
aircraft could be loaded in the cargo hold of a Boeing 767 aircraft. Neither is
estimated the costs of reassembling of the aircraft at the venture or the costs
of maintenance. The logistical planning, ”Pilot” or costs of loading the aircraft
are not included in the study.
How airport operations should be performed with the aircraft and how it relates
to its suggested design have not been quantified.
Since a humanitarian relief venture is expected to operate under special con-
ditions, one may presume that all infrastructure is not fully functional. That
may e.g. be expressed as power failures or shortage of fuel. Since it is relatively
easy to transport fluid fuels, this study has only investigated a solution based
on a combustion engine. The potential costs of transporting fuel to the relief
mission is thus neglected. Neither is estimated the recycling or scrapping costs
of the aircraft. As a first step it has been assumed that an aircraft mostly will
be written off by an armed attack than by the actual need for scrapping the
vehicle. It is clear that if the UAV would be used in a safer environment even-
tually the operator would need to deal with increasing maintenance costs and
in the end also scrapping costs.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

It is not uncommon to use other sciences to facilitate the humanitarian venture
e.g. Economics, Law, Nutrition, Logistics etc. Therefore, it is interesting to
look into the field with an Aeronautical perspective.
It is at the moment technically possible to build a UAV for delivering humanitar-
ian aid. Economically it depends both on if the demand would be high enough,
either by excusing high cost and manufacturing few UAVs by a high value in the
demand or high demand of volume which would decrease the delivering costs
per weight of the freight. Thus, case would be most probable the latter.
Legally is it not at the moment legally possible to operate logistical autonomous
UAVs, since the jurisdiction does not allow autonomous UAVs or UAVs to op-
erate far enough to logistical legs. The legislation needs development in op-
erational procedures for integrating autonomous vehicles into the present kind
of air traffic. The fee for small aircraft system would need a thorough review
and where to regulators should governs the development and viability of UAVs
capable of performing logistics.
The fuel capacity to weight ratio for a small aircraft, which has been investi-
gated in the appended article, almost make the fuel tank sizing insignificant for
the aircrafts opportunity of fulfilling a total mission range of 60 km.
There are several different ways of conceptually estimating the empty weight
ratio for a UAV. Either by using the coefficients for Endurance proposed by this
report, or By Raymer’s proposed coefficients for Home built aircraft. Thus, for
the UAV size Mini, then it is better to use Raymer’s coefficients for unpowered
sailplanes. The study has found that there are more categories which could be
included (Table 6.5). Further research might with more complete information
further, test these hypotheses and reject false hypothesizes.
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8.1 Present systems

For of the shelf aircraft are three different kinds presently most applicable to
sustain a logistical link. Singular Aircraft FLYOX I is an aircraft that is de-
veloped for just transportation, which implies it need barely any modifications
before being put into use. The Adcom Systems Yabhon-R2 and the Ebit Sys-
tems Hermes 450 are two other systems that might be suitable, but with minor
changes could they sustain a humanitarian logistical linkage. They would then
be smaller, which implies that there is a need for more such aircraft if it should be
able to transport as much as a larger aircraft like the Singular Aircraft FLYOX
I.

8.2 Suggestions for further Research

One possible path for further aeronautical research is to make a deeper cost
analysis of the presently three best aircraft for delivering humanitarian aid. By
testing a larger span of values of wingspan and surface area may one investigate
if the cost relationships estimated by this study holds for greater size.
Another possible direction of further research is to study and advocate suitable
direction of the development of legislation governing UAV operations. For the
sake of the humanitarian topic is there a need to specialize into the African
continent, west Asia and how it is influenced by any kind of minor to large
disruption.
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Chapter 9

Sustainable and ethical
aspects of the work

Humanitarian aid is based upon the human rights. Concerning Humanitarian
aid e.g. with regard to food, every mission is based on the given intelligence.
That intelligence is stating both the population in a area, but also how the food
security status is. Based on the perceived risk for insecure and unreliable food
supply the humanitarian relief provider will decide upon a relief operation. Gen-
erally, the recipient of humanitarian poorest people, who have limited access to
resources to deal with a crisis. [25] The World Food Programme also determines
that the value of humanitarian aid rises asymptotically with the availability of
food. Therefore, a solution where one cannot control or verify who gets what
amount of goods is highly unethical.
Another possible unethical aspect of supplying humanitarian aid is that one
exploit benevolence service providers, suppliers and employees. It is therefore
important that everybody in the system still get a, by market comparison, fair
reimbursement for their undertaking.
One may argue, since there is a combustion engine in the aircraft, that the
emissions from the system is unsustainable. A offset for that argument is that
humanitarian relief operations always are time limited. There’s also a need for
the system to be reliable which is the case with a combustion engine, foremost
because it is easy to transport, store and recharge (fuel up) the aircraft in the
field. However, the operations always have the purpose to save lives. In such a
comparison the emission may be righteous.



Chapter 10

Clarifications about the
appended article

The appended conference paper is written together with Dr. T Melin. Both me
and Dr. T Melin agrees on the complete content of the paper. The text with
black coloring is written by O. Hektor, while gray text coloring marks written by
Dr. T. Melin. The content in the conference paper is part of the work conducted
this thesis work.
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Abstract

A simulation study has been done estimating the
possibility of using Unmanned Areal Vehicle
(UAV), also called drones. By testing cost and
sizing of a UAV for relevant missions expected
for a humanitarian relief mission a dataset is
built upon which conclusions may be drawn.
The largest factors are the size of the fleet and
how many missions an aircraft are expected to
survive.
The development of regulations of autonomous
UAVs may make or break the possibility of using
UAVs to deliver humanitarian aid. However, it is
already now technically possible & economically
plausible for such a solution.

1 General Introduction

1.1 Background

United Nations (UN) estimate that there will be
135 million persons in need of humanitarian aid
during 2018 [1], with the needed humanitarian
aid operations budget of 22.5 billion USD. The
United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs acknowledges that the hu-
manitarian air service has insufficient funds to
cover its operations. The scale of the endeavor
means that even a slight increase in transport
system performance will have a great financial
impact. For perspective, according to [2], the
United Nations World Food Program (UN-WFP)
deployed 70 aircraft, delivered more than 60
thousand metric tons of cargo and carried close to

300 thousand passengers during 2015. While the
aerospace scientific community has limited pos-
sibility to affect funding for humanitarian aid, it
can provide the knowledge needed to establish an
even more effective air transport system for hu-
manitarian aid and disaster relief.

1.2 Introduction

The European Union is the single largest con-
tributor to intentional humanitarian aid [3] with
around 7 billion euro contributed by the member
states in 2017. Article 61 of the European
consensus on humanitarian aid [3] allows for
the use of military assets for humanitarian aid,
especially for infrastructure and in support roles.
However in order to avoid "confusion of roles",
military assets should only be used as a last
resort. This means that new systems being
developed should primarily be regulated under
the civilian regulatory frameworks. In the last
decade, huge strides forward has been made on
the development of autonomous systems for a
variety of transport implementations, some of
them air born. This paper presents a conceptual
study of the use of unmanned aerial systems
(UAS) for humanitarian aid and disaster relief
and the financial ramifications of their use.
The development of UAV Systems with better
performance than previously has enabled po-
tential new use cases. Their use as solutions to
”Dull, Dirty, and Dangerous Jobs” have been
proposed by several authors. [4] [5] Such a
system may also provide an affordable solution
for gathering areal information about disaster as-
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sessment [6] which would be a valuable input in
the disaster response management.A comparison
of different modes of transport for humanitarian
aid missions in dangerous conditions have been
done by [7], where the conclusion is that the ma-
jor drawbacks with utilizing UAV’s are: capacity,
technological maturity and a difficult prediction
of the cost per tonne. However, this conclusion
is drawn on exiting systems and the development
of cargo-scale UAVs was encouraged for future
scenarios.
The field humanitarian logistics have developed
by an ever-increasing demand on the special kind
of logistics required for a humanitarian relief
mission [8] [9]. That kind of logistical character-
istics are high levels of asymmetric information
and damaged or unreliable infrastructure. In that
situation an airborne solution may overcome
these complications with an (compared to a road
vehicle) fast and agile solution. The humani-
tarian logistics is also characterized by a time
limited venture. An operation has a main mission
to temporary interlink supply chains which has
been damaged by the crisis causing the need for
a humanitarian venture.[8][9][10][11]
The disaster relief management which is the

Fig. 1 The Disaster Management Cycle as pro-
posed by Safran[12].

core of humanitarian logistics heavily depends
on the cycle concertized by Safran [12]. It means
that the key to a successful humanitarian relief
mission is good preparations. Therefore, both
UNHCR, UNICEF and WFP have large storages

of supplies around the world [11]. When the
governing UN organization i.e. WFP - World
Food Program conclude that there is a risk or
a situation of Food insecurity [10] they start
the giant task of transporting the supplies from
the storages to airfields where the supplies are
needed. The supplies are mostly packed in
manageable units. i.e. the sacks one may see
from humanitarian aid bags with 50kg of rice.
One way of transporting the goods are by a
drone.
Several articles examines the topic of humanitar-
ian drones. There is however an inconsistency in
the definition of humanitarian drone: Sandvik &
Lohne [13] performs more of a holistic analysis
approach but emphasizes the moral injustice of
having armed Humanitarian drones, thus Sand-
vik & Lohne have interpreted "humanitarian"
as in that its humanitarian to carry out targeted
attacks with a few civilian damages. That its
humane to kill a target fast and effectively.
McNab & Matthews [14] on the other hand
describes on the legal ramifications of UAV
operations for military operations according to
International law.
To co-op with a new level of automation in the
sky describes Sáez Nieto [15] both perspective
on how ATM (Air Traffic Management) works
at the present as a socio-technical multi agent
system and how it may develop.
Civilian International law governing UAV oper-
ations is still in the bud. The future framework
has a possibility to further allow more or less
autonomous UAV’s [16][17], but until a new
regulation is implemented the current regulation
will apply. For UAV operation it will mean that
one have a pilot directly in control of the vehicle
and also in verbal radio contact with Air Traffic
Control.

2 Method

A point model of a propeller-propulsed fix-
winged aircraft was created.[18][19] The choice
to abandon ideas with a helicopteric design since
its efficiency on transporting payload a long dis-
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tance is far less than a fix wing model, which
is clearly illustrated by Torenbeek’s [18]. The
model was built up around an of-the-shelf en-
gine (Hirth F 23 LW, 50hp). The engine M-
ω properties were estimated from the provided
product specifications [20]. The propeller prop-
erties are derived from a well known NACA 0012
profile with an arbitrary chord length and twist
along the propeller length [21]. A desired speed
and flight path angle was continuously controlled
through a linear throttle setting and attitude con-
trol. The speed desired are the climb phase for the
Carson-speed. The fuel consumption was moni-
tored throughout each mission with varying total
cruising altitude, payload, delivery distance, mis-
sion distance, delivery altitude and wing surface
area. The cost of the fuel consumption is then
factored by the market price of aviation fuel on
the African continent 2nd march 2018.[22] To es-
timate the development and manufacturing cost
Heiss’ & Romanoff’s model is used. [23] The
production cost is then broken up depending on
assumptions different orders of survivability for
the drone (T), i.e. survives 1, 10, 100, 1 000 &
10 000 missions. The produced quantity (Q) is
also varied as 1, 10, 100, 1 000 & 10 000 air-
crafts.
To estimate the cost of Airport Tariffs and Air
Navigation Services the cost is estimated for each
mission.[24] The different countries examined
are the countries where UNHAS - UN Humani-
tarian Air Service performed special operations
in 2015 [25] except Afghanistan. All flights by
the humanitarian drone is considered to be do-
mestic, since the humanitarian Relief still has to
be cleared through customs, which is easiest done
in the proximity to a port or airport. [26].
Each of the cost of this system is then added after
taking into account inflation. The reference year
for US dollar is defined in is the year 2011.[27]
Then conclusions can be drawn.

3 Results

The model did in the end produce 316 data
points. Certain conclusions may be drawn from
both the implementation of the flight model and

the data from them. Analyzing the data lead to
the conclusion that the average time for a mis-
sion will enable an aircraft to make 3 missions
per day.
To be able to draw conclusions about the plausi-
bility of the drone, have some economical figures
been estimated. By the average cost of a deliv-
ery mission it is then possible co compare that
to the value of the cargo. In Figure 2 one can see
how the cost for each mission changes depending
on how dangerous the flying is i.e. for how how
many missions will it fly until it is expected to
get shot down. In the figures is this factor noted
as T. The quantity of the produced aircrafts will
also be a factor, which is denoted as Q.
The data provided in Figure 2 is suitable for

Fig. 2 Carpet plot describing the average cost for
a mission.

showing the economic plausibility of a human-
itarian drone. It is suitable for comparison be-
tween different means of transportation. The Fig-
ure 3 enables such an analysis. It shows the aver-
age cost of transporting a (metric-)tonne of pay-
load one kilometer. Just as earlier is T estimation
how many missions an aircraft is expected to sur-
vive. The quantity of the produced aircrafts is
denoted as Q.
The baseline design which is used for this study

is an fix-winged aircraft with wing surface area
of 5m2 and a wingspan of 5m. Figure 4 show the
relative effect, compared to the baseline design,
on the cost of changing the parameter wing area
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Fig. 3 Carpet plot describing the average cost per
ton payload per kilometer.

(S) and wingspan (b). The bullet (l) shows the
origo of log10 of Q & T.

Fig. 4 Carpet plot describing the relative change
in cost per mission depending on wing area (S)
and Wing span (b).

One major part of this study has focused on
how fees apply to the suggested solution. The
average cost for the fees covers all tested mis-
sions, but is calculated for each country. Mostly
it has a minimum charge, but in other cases the
fees are based on distance, MTOW and time of
day. The charges has been identified according to
the categories ”landing fees”, ”fuel fees”, ”navi-
gation fees” and ”security & cargo fees”. As one
may see in figure 5 the major part of the naviga-
tion and landing fees are built on the average Air

Fig. 5 Overflight and other Fees.

Navigation charge.
Assessing the relative share of the cost shows

Fig. 6 The share of the tree costs for an expected
lifetime of 1000 missions.

the costs structure that one may see in Figure 6 an
increase in the number of produced aircraft will
also increase the share of operating fees of the to-
tal cost. By using formation flight may only one
of the planes be in contact with Air Traffic Con-
trol. In case only one of the aircraft would need
to pay for Navigation-service would determine
how much cost one then could save. The Figure
7 shows the potential relative savings that could
be made if formation flight is allowed and that it
would decrease cost assuming that only the lead
aircraft needs to pay for its navigation charges.
To enable comparison with other means of trans-
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Fig. 7 The potential savings by formation flight
for navigation fees compared to if a full price is
paid for the Navigation Service Charge for for-
mation groups of 3 & 7 aircraft, where 7 aircrafts
gives the largest savings

portation and its environmental impact the CO2
has been estimated from the fuel consumption
and its variation with mission length, which is
given by Figure 8.

Fig. 8 The average CO2 emissions for varying
mission range

4 Discussion

The study has put in a large effort in the estima-
tion of fuel consumption and required fuel. The
reason is that the initial conceptual calculation
predicted a low fuel consumption. Since it was

lower than initially expected was it difficult to
assess the plausibility in that information. After-
wards, it is easy to conclude that the fuel cost is
almost negligible.
One may argue that the choice of using Hess’
& Romanoff’s model of estimating the cost of
developing and manufacturing an aircraft since
the study don’t even have statistically significant
data. But the study is well-cited and it gives
the possibility to make this study comparable to
those other studies which also have used the same
method.
Since the purpose is foremost to estimate the
plausibility of using UAV’s for humanitarian re-
lief missions is the choices of dimensionless
drag coefficient and propeller-design are based
on something that is not theoretically optimal, but
rather would be easy to manufacture and have a
simple design.

4.1 Air Traffic Control and airspace

A hot topic in the aerospace industry is automa-
tion. At the same time regulatory agencies are de-
veloping their regulations, which may allow the
further development of autonomous drones. The
opinion of the authors are that one may never
separate the accountability of a commander of
a vehicle, which has centuries of history. The
authors assess through the route of development
how one may command several vehicles simul-
taneously though simple and accessible software.
The major issue is then how Air Traffic Control
still may control its aerospace safely, but which
decision hierarchy should be applied becomes a
hard nut to crack. The communication between
autonomous systems should require a higher de-
gree of automation in Air Traffic Control.
One may see that a major part of the Air Traffic
Control cost of such an system as proposed by
this paper is rather high. The size of this aircraft
is so small they reaches the floor of the size of the
fee’s for flying in the airspace of the controller.
This cost is by the authors expected primarily to
finance the cost of providing the services used by
the airlines and their passengers. For some coun-
tries the fees are also designed to bring a little
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profit for the service provider, for others it is a
way of financially control its airspace.

4.2 Type of Certification

There’s a foundation for a major discussion to
what type of certification the proposed aircraft
should get. There’s three different kinds one may
choose among. It is most suitable to register the
aircraft according to a civilian protocol. Fore-
most is it according to humanitarian international
law a war crime to attack civilian targets during
wartime. If then humanitarian aid may be de-
livered to civilians with civilly registered aircraft
would one who would have fired at such an air-
craft be punishable by law. The largest con for a
civilian registration is the cost and effort it means
to certify such an aircraft.
One option is to certify the aircraft according to
military protocols. It would be a little cheaper
and require less effort, but then it would be more
difficult to argue how humanitarian law could
protect those aircrafts.
The cheapest way would be to build the aircrafts
as Remotely Controlled Aircrafts (RC) which
then would not have the same requirement for
certification, but it would arguably be reasonable
difficult for such an aircraft to utilize aeronautical
infrastructure such as ATC and airports.

4.3 Factors which has not been quantified in
this study

The cost of the organization which would be
needed for operating such an humanitarian ven-
ture which could utilize such an solution as pro-
posed by this paper. In logistics but especially
humanitarian logistics is it important that the
right package gets to the right recipient. To cer-
tify that it is very important how goods changes
possession between agents and thereby who is re-
sponsible. Therefore at least one representative
from the aiding organization who may distribute
the goods according to recipient needs. That per-
son may suggestible be airlifted to the site of de-
livery to civilians by i.e. helicopter. Depending
on the rate of security in the area where the hu-
manitarian venture is required that transportation

may vary.
The cost of storing the aircraft is not been esti-
mated. The cost of transporting the aircraft to a
center of response location is not been estimated,
but an idea is that many the dissembled aircraft
could be loaded in the cargo hold of an Boeing
767 aircraft. Neither, is estimated the cost of re-
assembling of the aircraft at the venture or main-
tenance cost. The logistical planning, ”Pilot” or
cost of loading the aircraft is not included in the
study.
How airport operations should be performed with
the aircraft and how it relates to its suggested de-
sign has not been quantified.
Since an humanitarian relief venture is special in
such way one may not presume that all infras-
tructure is fully functional. That may e.g. be
expressed as power failures or shortage of fuel.
Since it is relatively easy to transport fluid fuels
this study has only investigated a solution based
on a combustion engine. The potential cost of
transporting fuel to the relief mission is thus ne-
glected. Neither is estimated the recycling or
scrapping cost of the the aircraft. As a first step
has it been assumed that an aircraft mostly will
be written off by an armed attack than the actual
need for scrapping the vehicle. It is clear that if
the UAV would be used in a safer environment
eventually the operator would need to deal with
increasing maintenance cost and in the end scrap-
ping cost.

5 Conclusion

The concept of introducing other sciences to the
humanitarian venture is not uncommon, it is a
way to use science to efficiently in fulfilling their
purposes e.g. how humanitarian organizations
uses Economics, Law, logistics, nutrition etc.
Therefore it is relevant to look into the human-
itarian venture with an aeronautical perspective.

It is presently technically possible to make
a humanitarian drone. Economically is it plau-
sible, i.e. if there’s enough demand it would be
possible. When looking at the transported goods
in the humanitarian logistics 16 million tonnes
may be delivered by 10 000 aircrafts in one year.
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Presently the humanitarian UAV are not legally
feasible to do use yet. The part which needs
development is both the feeing system, but
also the operational procedures for integrating
autonomous vehicles with present type of air
traffic. Depending on how the ruling will evolve
will make or break the potential for drones to
provide affordable and safe logistical options.
It might be that mission drivers for using UAVs
in dangerous conditions, primarily crew safety,
is not strong enough to allow a widespread use
in the humanitarian aid air transport system.
Instead the paradigm shift of UAV’s as a viable
solution for civilian logistical operators should
drive for this development.
The proposed design is a wing area about 2 m2,
Wing span around 5-6 meters, Structural weight
78kg, dead weight 98kg, maximum payload
weight 160kg, Maximum take-off weight 258kg.
Fuel is not a real problem for the range. A small
change in fuel-tank size gives a large change in
range.
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Figure A.1: Describing the possible chain of delivery of humanitarian
aid

A.1 System Requirements

A.1.1 Functions:

• Able to land and operate at:

– Airport3

– Temporary Runway

∗ Gravel

∗ Road

∗ Grass

• Able to drop its cargo

• Able to be controlled and managed remotely

• Able to control where an eventual airdrop would be

• Able to make a “Turn-around” in less than 30min

A.1.2 Soft requirements:

• Easy to operate at Airport, at Airpron, during taxi etc.

• Safe to operate at Airport, at Airpron, during taxi etc.

• Safe to handle for airport personnel

Appendix A: Page 2
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• Easy and the ability to loaf, unload and fuel ergonomically

• An accessibility for a Loadmaster so he/she could with ease inspect the
loaded payload.

• A Pedagogical design which allows an uninstructed person to itinually
know how to handle the plane

A.1.3 Miscellaneous task

• An ability to stow several aircrafts tightly for storage and transportation.

• An ability to with ease load and unload the cargo ton a large plane (for
transport from an storage to the relief mission.

• The ability to easily be assembled at the base of the mission with a knowing
supervisor instructing personnel the assembly.

• It needs to be visible when the aircraft is active and therefore dangerous.

A.1.4 Problems to consider

• How will the UAV co-op with crisis uncertainties?

• How will the UAV relate and communicate with Air Traffic Control?

• How will maintenance be performed?

• How can everything in the plane be easily accessible?

• Night Operations?

• Electrical or hybrid propulsion?

A.2 Costs and possible factors

A.2.1 Fuel Costs (factors):

• How much shall be delivered?

• How far should it be delivered?

• What is part of the mission?

– Taxi

– Range

– Drop

– Range after dropping

– Landing

– Taxi
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A.2.2 Airplane design

• Wing area

• Engine

• Fleet size

• Propeller

• Structure

• payload

• weight

A.2.3 Production Cost

• Cost of producing the plane

• Cost of producing molds, tools and machinery

• Cost of transporting the aircrafts from the manufacturing plant to the
places of storage.

• Material Costs

• Property costs

• Machinery costs

A.2.4 Transportation Cost

• Dissemble the plane – Labor

• Assemble the plane – Labor

• Transporting the plane to the site of the mission

• Transporting fuel to the location of the mission.

• Load/unload the transporter

• Fly the aircraft back to the storage after a mission.

A.2.5 Operation Costs

• Overflight fees

• Airport Fees

• Airspace fees

• Commander who controls UAV operations – Labor

• Logistical planning

• Maintenance stock

• Maintenance Labor

• Load Master, Loading, Fueling etc. – Labor
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A.2.6 Developing Costs

• Development and design of an aircraft mechanics.

• Development and design of an aircraft electronics.

• Development and design of a command software that commands the UAV.

A.2.7 Storage Costs

• Cost of having the aircraft stored when not in service

A.2.8 Scrapping Costs

• The cost of disposing the aircraft
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